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Now a major motion picture from Netflix, directed by Dee Rees, nominated in four categories for the AcademyNow a major motion picture from Netflix, directed by Dee Rees, nominated in four categories for the Academy

Awards.Awards.

In Jordan's prize-winning debut, prejudice takes many forms, both subtle and brutal. It is 1946, and city-bred Laura

McAllan is trying to raise her children on her husband's Mississippi Delta farm—a place she finds foreign and

frightening. In the midst of the family's struggles, two young men return from the war to work the land. Jamie

McAllan, Laura's brother-in-law, is everything her husband is not—charming, handsome, and haunted by his

memories of combat. Ronsel Jackson, eldest son of the black sharecroppers who live on the McAllan farm, has come

home with the shine of a war hero. But no matter his bravery in defense of his country, he is still considered less than

a man in the Jim Crow South. It is the unlikely friendship of these brothers-in-arms that drives this powerful novel to

its inexorable conclusion.

The men and women of each family relate their versions of events and we are drawn into their lives as they become
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players in a tragedy on the grandest scale. As Barbara Kingsolver says of Hillary Jordan, "Her characters walked

straight out of 1940s Mississippi and into the part of my brain where sympathy and anger and love reside, leaving

my heart racing. They are with me still."

Amazon.com ReviewAmazon.com Review

Jordan won the 2006 Bellwether Prize for Mudbound, her first novel. The prize was founded by Barbara Kingsolver

to reward books of conscience, social responsibility, and literary merit. In addition to meeting all of the above

qualifications, Jordan has written a story filled with characters as real and compelling as anyone we know.

It is 1946 in the Mississippi Delta, where Memphis-bred Laura McAllan is struggling to adjust to farm life, rear her

daughters with a modicum of manners and gentility, and be the wife her land-loving husband, Henry, wants her to

be. It is an uphill battle every day. Things started badly when Henry's trusting nature resulted in the family being

done out of a nice house in town, thus relegating them to a shack on their property. In addition, Henry's father,

Pappy, a sour, mean-spirited devil of a man, moves in with them.

The real heart of the story, however, is the friendship between Jamie, Henry's too-charming brother, and Ronsel

Jackson, son of sharecroppers who live on the McAllan farm. They have both returned from the war changed men:

Jamie has developed a deep love for alcohol and has recurring nightmares; Ronsel, after fighting valiantly for his

country and being seen as a man by the world outside the South, is now back to being just another black "boy."

Told in alternating chapters by Laura, Henry, Jamie, Ronsel, and his parents, Florence and Hap, the story unfolds

with a chilling inevitability. Jordan's writing and perfect control of the material lift it from being another "ain't-it-

awful" tale to a heart-rending story of deep, mindless prejudice and cruelty. This eminently readable and enjoyable

story is a worthy recipient of Kingsolver's prize and others as well. --Valerie Ryan
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